
ARMAND&KOSTA



This is Armand and Kosta—two human beings who are in 
love with each other and the process of creating our lives. 
While we have always been individually happy, the enhanced 
sense of connection inspired by our shared life keeps bringing 
some of our most thrilling experiences. 
 
We love being happy, and we also love seeing other people 
being happy. Since we met, we have always been uplifting 
people in different unique ways. As we continue to discover 
new layers of awareness and the balance between our 
physical reality and that which is beyond our physical senses, 
we are always thrilled to share transformational tools of self-
empowerment with the world.
 
From Kosta’s broader perspective flow of Weola—The Steady 
Change Method, The Intuitive Business Boost, Inspirational 
Retreats, our weekly Livestreams, and Look Within Online 
Magazine and Look Within Branding Design Services—we are 
loving every moment of creating and continually expanding all 
of it.

With love, 
Armand & Kosta 

HITHERE!



Armand is Latvian-born with a Cuban father of Spanish 
heritage and a Latvian mother. He grew up in Havana, the 
Cuban capital, and from a young age moved to Barcelona, 
Spain with his family. After he completed his college degree 
in Interior Design, Armand moved to New York, the US where 
he and Kosta met.

He is an uplifter, a creative designer, a writer, a host, a food 
aficionado, but beyond all of that, he bursts with love and 
the desire to fully experience his human potential through 
the awareness and balance of his continual becoming. He 
is behind all creative branding, design, and communication 
throughout all of the inspirational platforms and events they 
host together.

Armand is also the Editor-in-Chief of an inspirational plat-
form, Look Within Magazine, which explores the process 
of self-empowerment and self-development through themes 
ranging from different creative and artistic expressions to 
extraordinary experiences and interviews with inspiring and 
diverse people in connection to their life journey.  

MEETARMAND



Kosta is a personal transformation coach, inspirational speaker, and together with 
Armand, the creator of everything they share through their inspirational platforms. 

Originally from Belgrade, Serbia, Kosta moved to New York City to pursue a pro-
fessional ballroom dancing and teaching career in my early twenties. Through his 
accomplishments in the industry, Kosta was recognized for his artistic extraordi-
nary ability, which granted him the permanent resident status in the United States.

Being a teacher most of his life, Kosta trained thousands of people in various 
aspects of skill-building—from movement, communication, business success to 
self-empowerment. There is nothing more satisfying to him than being a part 
of someone else’s becoming and witnessing their personal growth and devel-
opment during the process.

In 2020, Kosta recognized and then developed the skill of quieting his mind 
in such a way that his own thoughts, opinions, and beliefs are not dominant 
for the time being. The steady flow of positive energy that comes through 
while Kosta is in a wider perspective is known as Weola, an acronym for 
We All Are One. This allows anyone who interacts with him in this state to 
get answers to any questions they might have, activate more confidence 
within or simply relax by being part of this soothing experience.

MEETKOSTA 



WEOLAWE ALL ARE ONE

You can watch many video segments of Kosta 
flowing Weola on their YouTube channel. 

Weola, an acronym for We All Are One, represents Kosta’s wider perspective when 
he quiets his mind and steps away from his own personal thoughts, opinions, beliefs, 
and judgments. Weola implies the union of the physical and vibrational perspec-
tives—the Oneness that is at the basis of Everything That Exists. 

During Weola livestreams and in-person events, participants often have open ac-
cess to new thought patterns, previously not dominant within them, and receive 
empowerment about their next steps concerning their questions. Many describe it as 
having a conversation with God, Divine, Source, Universe, or Everything That Exists. 
However, the underlying message of Weola is that all people, and everything else in 
physicality, are connected and One in their wider point of view and have access to 
that God-like perspective as often as they desire.

The balance between Self and Everything That Exists is often referred to as an eter-
nal Question-Answer Dance that perpetually propels the infiniteness of possibilities.

Weola is not a religious group, movement, nor spiritual organization of any kind. 
Armand’s and Kosta’s intent is to offer self-empowerment tools and inspire others to 
discover more of their true nature so they can live a satisfying and fulfilled experience.

https://www.youtube.com/c/WeAllAreOneWeola


TOPICSCAN SPEAK ABOUT 
ARMAND & KOSTA 

Ever since Armand and Kosta started their inspirational 
work, Weola has been directing them towards a state 
of more consistent ever-expanding steadiness, love, and 
abundance. They are excited to share their experience 
and knowing with everyone who is looking to discover 
new layers of awareness within the eternal movement of 
self-discovery.

The couple resides in Miami Beach. They love to travel 
and spend time with their friends and family in the 
US, Serbia, and also Spain. Armand and Kosta speak 
between them in several languages, English, Spanish 
and Russian. Their first book, We All Are One: The 
Essence of Everything That Exists, which comes in the 
format of Armand asking questions to Kosta while he 
was flowing Weola, is ready to come out later this year.

To read the original transcription of the first words that 
Weola said in the beginning of flowing the book, click 
here. 

https://www.weola.one/thebook
https://www.weola.one/thebook


CONNECTWITH ARMAND & KOSTA 
Armand and Kosta are available to speak about any topic in relation 
to the creation process of the life experience and share their tools for a 
steady, happy, abundant, loving and satisfying day-to-day existence.

Here are some of the topics:

- Spirituality - what is it
- Life-Work Balance
- Body Nurturing and Nourishment
- Mind quieting
- Self Love, Self Development, Self Care
- Your dance with the society
- Your dance with your family
- Appreciation - gateway to happiness
- How do you measure success?
- How to be then do then have?
- The importance of Relationships 

Discover in more details all the tools Armand and Kosta 
use and offer to everyone who resonate with their work. 



W E  A L L  A R E  O N E
C O N TA C T  U S  H E R E

Discover all the tools Armand and Kosta use and offer for a steady, balanced, 
and more satisfying day-to-day life experience.

D I S C O V E R  M O R E  H E R E

https://www.weola.one/email-form
https://www.weola.one/armandkosta

